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SEVENmile Ltd

About SEVENmile Venture Lab
If you have an idea for a new business, you’re in the right place. The SEVENmile Venture Lab
program will help you to bring your idea to life, bigger and better than you can alone. We’ll help you
validate your idea, understand customers, fill skills gaps, and find co-founders. Are you someone
with a new concept who needs guidance and support? Are you a business owner who wants to
encourage an innovative, more creative, motivated workforce? Ready to turn ideas into reality? Get
in touch to find out how

Leverage SEVENmiles' Trusted
Partners
Now is the time to get your business into great shape to burst out of the
post-COVID gates. Start working now on how your business transitions
as the pandemic is controlled. One-on-one advice, mentorship, coaching
and post-COVID growth planning together with SEVENmile mentors and
our trusted professional services partners listed below.

Partners and Sponsors
Telemon Lawyers
Cameron Shaw, principal at
Telemon Lawyers, provides
effective legal services across a
number of practice areas
including property &
conveyancing, strata and
community title law, commercial
and corporate law, criminal law
and wills, estate & probate.
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Blueprint Accounting
Michael Zhu, Director @ Blueprint
Accounting & Consulting Services.
Simplify your business
administration and accounting.
Establish processes and provide
solutions that will ensure timely
and reliable financial information
for business decision making?.
Blueprint manages functions such
as accounting, bookkeeping,
payroll processing, bank and
account reconciliation, accounts
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receivable and payable
processing so that you can focus
on growing your business.

Freshwater
Community Bank
Every day our customers help
change and save lives, simply by
banking with us. Community
banking is based on a 'profit-withpurpose' model, which means our
profits are returned directly to the
community that has generated
them. $229 million reinvested
nationally: Our network is
committed to returning profits to
local communities. That's why
we're Australia's #1 'community'
bank. And we're playing our part.
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Forward IP Lawyers
Matt Ward has been practicing as
a patent attorney and lawyer in
Australia for over 15 years,
specialising in delivering
innovative intellectual property
strategies to growing technology
companies. With over a decade of
working in a large firm
environment, and undertaking
additional studies in the United
States, Matt's passions lie in
working with growing businesses,
from startups and beyond, where
his unique approaches and
innovative strategies can make a
huge difference to a business'
success.
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Lunar Media
Catalin Anastase is founder of
Lunar Media Productions. Lunar
creates interactive videos,
documentaries, online portfolios,
interviews, TVC and commercial
video content at the Lunar studio
in Mosman or at your location.
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Kickstart Advisory
Matt McGoldrick and Jaromir
Turanec at Kickstart Advisory, an
experienced team of business
advisory specialists with expertise
in partnering with Australian
businesses to assist them in
obtaining Government incentives
and grants.
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TinkerTank
We encourage students to build
their ideas with current technology
and materials. Our approach is to
inspire and empower students to
collaborate, construct and create.
Our philosophy is to honour
students’ creativity and trust their
abilities. Students gain confidence
in their abilities become capable of
learning and doing anything!
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First-Rock Consulting
Positioned at First Rock:
you see the wave before anyone
else you catch the wave before
anyone else, And you own that
wave because you’re simply a
step ahead of everyone else
And when you’re in this position in
business you are not only more
effective in calibrating the market
as you have greater insight, you
just make more informed
decisions and reduce your risk in
the process.
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Psst!! Want Zero Commission
Online Orders for your
Restaurant?
What is THE best way customers can truly help their local restaurants? Order and pay online and go
pick up the food. Maximum revenue and margin for restaurants. AND THEY SURE NEED OUR
HELP!!! Feedmee is ZERO commission online ordering and payment with e-commerce payments via
Stripe. It started as a service for restaurants however it's suitable for any vendor wanting to sell
online for pickup or delivery.

Business Marketing Tip
Your internet presence has to be well tuned and performing perfectly to capture new business leads.
Make use of the time between now and end of June to be ready to grab your share of an energetic
market eager to get back to pre-COVID normal. Not sure how do get started? Get in touch with
SEVENmile Venture Lab for an initial discussion.

Events and Community
Please get in touch to join our online community in Slack

Launch of Northern
Beaches Angels
orininally set for March the event is
now planned for September with a

Press
Release

firm date to be confirmed
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